
Identity and Race

A race is a grouping of 
people who share some of 
the same physical 
features (such as skin 
colour and hair texture) 
and non-physical 
features (such as culture, 
history, religious beliefs 
and language).

What makes you who you are? Is it your interests and hobbies?                  
Your talents? How about your beliefs or appearance?

Everyone has an identity that is dependent on many factors. 
Race is one of those factors. 
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What Is Equality?

The opposite of equality is discrimination.

Everyone has a right to live happily and be free from discrimination. 

Equality is about treating everyone the same. It is not about giving 
certain people 'special treatment' or 'extra rights'.

It means treating everyone as individuals, with respect and 
consideration. It is about acknowledging and appreciating diversity 

and difference.
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What Is Racism?
Have you ever heard someone use a word in a negative way to describe 
someone because of their skin? 

Maybe you have seen someone be unkind to another because they have a 
different accent.

Perhaps you have heard nasty comments, or seen them on social media, 
aimed at a whole group of people.

Why do you think people do this? 

Do you think their beliefs and actions reflect the 
Declaration of Human Rights?

This is racism. This is not acceptable. 

Racism is when people are not given respect, their rights, dignity or 
value because of their race.

Racism can happen anywhere. 
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What Is Racial Discrimination?

Discrimination is when someone, or a group of people, is treated 
unfairly because of gender, religion, disability, nationality, appearance 
or any factor when they are compared to other people.

Racial discrimination is when 
people are treated unfairly 
because of their race. 

Perhaps you can think of 
occasions where people have 
been treated unfairly because 
of their race.
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How Might Someone Discriminate 
against Another Because of Their Race?

Saying mean things to someone because of their skin colour.

Leaving someone out of games or not letting them join in because of their 
skin colour.

Unfairly blaming or accusing someone of something because of their race. 

Making fun of someone because of the customs and traditions they practise.

Making fun of someone because of their language or accent.

Being prejudiced against someone because of their race.
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What Can We Do to Help Eliminate 
Racial Discrimination?

Recognise that no matter what our skin colour, accent, language we speak 
or the place we are from, we are all equal and deserve the same                            

rights and treatment.

Make sure everybody feels included and welcome.

Encourage people to tell someone if they feel they are being racially 
discriminated against.

If you think you see racism happening, tell a responsible adult and get help.

Be aware of our own prejudices and make an effort to change them.

Have conversations about how racial discrimination                                      
affects you or your friends.
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What Is Being Done to Tackle                   
Racial Discrimination?

UEFA – Union of European Football Associations – run a campaign called 
‘No to Racism’. This aims to remove racism, intolerance and 
discrimination in football. They work hard to get the message across                 
to the public that there is zero tolerance of racism. They have brought                  
in tough penalties for spectators and players who demonstrate                         
racist behavior.

There are several projects taking place which tackle racial discrimination.

Show Racism the Red Card is a charity which leads the way in educating 
children about anti-racism. They provide workshops in schools with                   
ex-professional footballers to help children learn about the causes and 
consequences of racism. They also lead training sessions to give teachers 
ideas about how to help their classes learn about anti-racism. 
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What Is Being Done to Tackle                   
Racial Discrimination?

‘All workers within an organisation should be entitled to and have access 
to all of the organization’s facilities at every stage of employment.’

This means that all people who work within an organisation should 
expect to be treated fairly and given the same equal opportunities as 
everyone else. They will have: 
• an equal chance to apply and be selected for jobs;
• an equal chance to be trained and promoted while employed with 

the organisation;
• an equal chance to have their employment come to an end equally 

and fairly.

In 2010, The Equality Act came into force. This is a legal policy which 
ensures that:

All organisations have to legally agree to this policy. 
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Make sure that when you talk about 
race you are using the right words.

What Does It Mean to Be            
Race Conscious?

Talk to your friends and family about race and racial inequality.

Being race conscious is a way to make sure everyone is treated equally. 
How can we be race conscious?

Be aware of racism, where it occurs, how 
people speak to and about others and how 
they treat them depending on their race.

Research all of your facts carefully 
to make sure they are true.
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Glossary

apartheid – A political and social system in South Africa from 1948-1994, 
segregating white and Black people and discriminating against Black people. 

BAME – This is an abbreviation for Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic. 

prejudice – To have an opinion of something that isn’t based on reason or 
actual experience of something. 

unique – Something which is one of a kind. There is nothing else
the same. 

Click on the words in bold to return to the original slide.
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